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While 2022 held several lessons for art market participants, news at the 

end of the year brought a reminder that attorneys advising antiquities 

collectors should recommend that their clients carefully consider the 

provenance and history of objects in their collections. 

 

According to a recent New York Times article, the Manhattan District 

Attorney's Office has recovered, by its own count, nearly 4,500 antiquities 

since 2011.[1] 

 

While collectors who purchased objects in good faith have various 

protections in civil suits, the Manhattan district attorney takes an 

aggressive view of when authorities can recover looted antiquities. 

 

The Manhattan District Attorney's Office argued that it has the legal ability 

to recover stolen or looted antiquities from a good faith purchaser 

"regardless of when or where it was stolen."[2] 

 

The Manhattan district attorney has also warned that, under certain 

circumstances, possession of stolen property is a continuing crime allowing 

for criminal prosecution even where the underlying theft or looting is out 

of the statute of limitations.[3] 

 

Attorneys should advise collectors of the risks of ongoing investigations and to consider 

updating their own policies to identify and — where necessary — return potentially looted 

objects. This is particularly important when advising on the sale or display of antiquities, 

which may attract additional attention, or where a client has had contact with a known or 

suspected trafficker. 

 

Individuals 

 

In December 2022, The Art Newspaper reported that the Manhattan district attorney had 

issued search warrants on June 28, 2021, and April 27, 2022, to antiquities collector 

and Metropolitan Museum of Art board member Shelby White.[4] ArtNews estimates that 

the more than 20 items in the seizure are together worth approximately $20 million.[5] 

 

White's extensive collection has long been the subject of academic scrutiny.[6] Some of the 

seized works have already been returned to Italy and Turkey, where they originated.[7] 

 

While the magnitude and value of the works seized from White's collection is significant, it 

represents only a fraction of what the Manhattan district attorney has seized from collectors 

and dealers in recent years and repatriated through 2022. 

 

On Dec. 6, 2021, the Manhattan district attorney announced a nonprosecution agreement 

with hedge fund billionaire, philanthropist and antiquities collector Michael Steinhardt 

following a grand jury investigation into his collecting activities. 

 

The NPA states that the Manhattan district attorney obtained 17 search warrants against 

Steinhardt, and obtained evidence that 180 antiquities, with a value of approximately $70 
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million, "constitute stolen property under New York law because they were looted and 

unlawfully removed from their respective countries of origin," which Steinhardt denied.[8] 

 

Under the terms of the NPA, Steinhardt relinquished all interest in and claims to the 

antiquities named in that agreement and agreed to "not acquire, either directly or through 

any assign or agent, any antiquities (defined as artifacts created before 1500 CE) for the 

remainder of his life."[9] 

 

In turn, the Manhattan district attorney, in addition to declining to prosecute Steinhardt, 

agreed to repatriate the named antiquities to their countries of origin.[10] 2022 saw 

repatriations from the Steinhardt collection to Israel, Italy, Egypt, Greece, Bulgaria, Iraq, 

Turkey and Libya.[11] 

 

The Manhattan district attorney has also been repatriating hundreds of antiquities to India 

and Pakistan from the collections of dealer Subhash Kapoor,[12] who in November 2022 

was sentenced to 10 years imprisonment in India for burglary and illegal export, and is the 

subject of a pending extradition request from the Manhattan district attorney.[13] 

 

In New York, Kapoor faces 86 counts, including grand larceny, the criminal possession of 

stolen property and conspiracy.[14] 

 

Institutions 

 

This past year also saw several high-profile actions against major cultural institutions. In 

September 2022, it became public knowledge that the Manhattan district attorney had 

obtained three search warrants — executed in February, May and July — against New York's 

Metropolitan Museum of Art seeking allegedly looted items and seized 27 artifacts valued at 

over $13 million.[15] 

 

The museum, which has faced nine warrants from the Manhattan district attorney since 

2017,[16] told The New York Times that it was fully cooperating with the investigation.[17] 

 

However, the Manhattan district attorney's investigations were not confined to New York. In 

August 2022, the J. Paul Getty Museum in Los Angeles announced that it would be returning 

five objects to Italy after receiving information from the Manhattan district attorney.[18] 

 

Then, in late September 2022, the Manhattan district attorney returned an artifact known as 

the Green Coffin, valued at over $1 million, to Egypt after negotiating its return from the 

Houston Museum of Natural Science.[19] 

 

Lessons for Collectors 

 

The Antiquities Trafficking Unit at the Manhattan District Attorney's Office has received 

significant media attention following its headline-grabbing investigations and seizures,[20] 

and legal counsel should make both individual collector clients and institutional clients 

holding antiquities aware that the provenance of their collections are at risk of increasing 

scrutiny from both state and federal officials. 

 

Careful investigation into the background of a piece is particularly important where 

antiquities lack a robust provenance or have other hallmarks of having been looted. 

 

The Manhattan district attorney listed nine factors in the Steinhart NPA that it believes 

indicate an antiquity without a robust provenance is illegal: 



 

1. It reached the market through a known trafficker. 

 

2. There are unrestored photographs of the antiquity in its looted state. 

 

3. The antiquity was dirty when it was purchased, as legally authorized excavations usually 

thoroughly clean the item. 

 

4. The seller was able to specifically identify where the antiquity was found. 

 

5. The antiquity is in fragments that are easily fixed. 

 

6. The antiquity reached the market after a period of geopolitical turbulence in its home 

country. 

 

7. There are reports of looting in the area where the antiquity was found. 

 

8. A complete hoard — that is, a grouping of items — lacks a provenance. 

 

9. There is a provenance, but it is generic or unclear.[21] 

 

Independently, some institutions have begun revising their own policies to reflect modern 

standards on the collection of artifacts that go beyond legal claims for artifacts that may 

have been looted. In May 2022, the Smithsonian Institution announced a new ethical 

returns policy.[22] 

 

As part of that policy, the Smithsonian affirms that all items in its extensive collections must 

have been acquired legally, but goes beyond that to consider current ethical practice and 

principles.[23] 

 

As part of that obligation, the Smithsonian pledges to not only consider the "care and 

potential return of human remains and/or objects of tangible cultural heritage," but also 

"share associated information."[24] 

 

Counsel to collectors and institutions should advise those clients concerning the potential 

upside of devoting resources to examining their collection policies in light of mounting 

external pressures — including local, state or federal officials and foreign governments.[25] 
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